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It is worldwide acknowledged that popular science writ-
ing is quite important to develop young people’s curiosity
and, thus, stimulate an entire new generation of scientists.
Paradoxically, there seems to be not much interest in the
scientiﬁc community in working along this line, although
some changes have been observed in the last few years.
Indeed, it is curious that very ﬁrst attempts to increase popular
science writing more  than 30 years ago, mainly by Carl Sagan
(1934–1996), were academically downgraded, creating what
 Review of “Os mastodontes de barriga cheia e outras histórias”, by Fation  stories  and  life  history
have been even called “Sagan effect”: a scientist starts working
in popular science writing becomes less and less “produc-
tive”, reducing the number of papers he or she publishes in
top scientiﬁc journals (see Martinez-Conde, 2016 for a recent
review and discussion on this topic). This would be expected
by considering the time necessary to successfully invest in
popular science writing to overcome many  of our formation
and stylistic shortfalls to translate complex scientiﬁc top-
ics into understandable and interesting issues. Most of all,
of course, one must have talent to do it (as my  colleague
Rafael Loyola pointed out when kindly reviewing this piece!).
Anyway, because popular science writing and outreach will
not be well graded in most academic evaluations, afraid of
“Sagan effect” may be one of the main reasons why most
scientists do not want to “waste time” working on these
issues.
However, better than asking if the “Sagan effect” applies
or not to a given scientist that becomes interested in science
communication and outreach, one should ask whether the
cost-beneﬁt of this effect (if it really exists.  . .)  is positive or
not to the society. Perhaps the beneﬁt to science, in terms of
the impact in current and future generation of scientists, will
be in some cases higher than the scientiﬁc contribution “per
se” (i.e. published papers). This is not easy to measure, but it
may be worth thinking about.
In Ecology and Evolution, we  cannot complain about pop-
ular science writing, because we have a nice set of important
researchers, many  of whom did landmark work in the past
that gradually became more  and more  dedicated to these pop-
ularization issues. Stephen J. Gould, Richard Dawkins, Matt
Ridley, Peter Ward, Carl Zimmer, Edward. O. Wilson and Jared
Diamond, for example, made very important contributions
to their research ﬁeld and, at the same time, wrote books,
essays, chronicles, and articles that have been read by sev-
eral generations of students and researchers worldwide. Of
course, there have been some important examples of popularernando Fernandez.
Marcelo Gleiser in cosmology and overall scientiﬁc issues, as
well as Francisco Salzano and Newton Freire-Maia, two  of the
fathers of human evolutionary genetics in Brazil, to name just
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 few). It is a pleasure to say that we  can deﬁnitely add one
ore  Brazilian name to this honorable list, my  colleague from
he Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro (UFRJ), Fernando
ernandez.
Fernando’s ofﬁcial debut in science popularization was
ore  than 15 years ago, with the publication “Poema Imper-
eito: crônicas de biologia, conservac¸ão da natureza e seus
eróis” (Editora UFPR/Fundac¸ão Boticario de Protec¸ão à
atureza), now in its 3rd edition (Fernandez, 2011). The book
ad an unexpected success (to use Fernando’s own words),
uggesting that our society is also eager for novelties and
uriosities in ecology, evolution and natural history. The
ew book by Fernando, “Os mastodontes de barriga cheia e
utras histórias” (Technical Books, Rio de Janeiro), conﬁrms
is ability and competence in science popularization. In his
est “Gouldian” style (and this is a compliment), the book
s composed by 30 short essays, divided into six sections
“Históricas”, “Conservacionistas”, “Gouldianas”, “Filosóﬁcas”,
Biofílicas” and “Utópicas”), covering a wide range of subjects
n ecology, evolutionary biology and biodiversity conserva-
ion. The book was published in Portuguese, but it would be
onderful if it could be translated to Spanish and English
s soon as possible, increasing the number of potential
eaders.
By the titles of the section one can see at once the wide
ange of issues discussed in the essays. It is impossible
or me  to cover them all, of course, but highlighting some
deas may be helpful here (and it would not be a trivial
ask to decide which essays to cover anyway). Because of
y own research preferences, I am suspicious to talk about
he essay that entitles the book, in which Fernando talks
bout the histological inferences on “demographic health”
f the mastodons, reinforcing the overkill hypothesis (i.e.
uman hunting) to account for the extinction of Pleistocene
egafauna. This opening essay sets the tune of the book,
howing that conservation issues are not a new stuff and
re not only related to our current technological civilization.
aradoxically, for some careless readers, despite the elabo-
ated prose and reﬁned humor in many  parts, it is of course
ot a book with a happy end. The message is clear and
he many  “case studies” discussed, when integrated across
he essays, reveal the current poor state of biodiversity. Evo-
ution is also a topic permeating the essays, particularly
trong in the “Gouldian” section (of course), mainly reinforcing
hat we  (Homo sapiens) are part of nature (“Nós e eles: Dar-
in  e a conservac¸ão” is an excellent example, as well as
 chapter on climate change, “As mudanc¸as climáticas e o
utrismo”). Two essays challenge the generalized believe in
he miracles of sustainable development, and hopefully will
ake clear to the society that it is not working so well in
ractice and so it cannot be (at least in its current form) the
ain, or unique, avenue to solve all problems in biodiversity
onservation.
Besides the technical quality of the essays, the book is
ull of references to classical and popular literature and cul-
ural icons and, of course, ﬁne stories (strongly revealing
ould’s inﬂuence on Fernando’s writing style). I loved to
ead about the epic travels of Douglas Adams (who is bet-
er known by his classic series of books on “The Hitchhiker’s
uide to the Galaxy”) that resulted in a book, and later in 1 4 (2 0 1 6) 158–160 159
a TV show, about highly endangered species (Adams and
Carwardine, 1992), and, moreover, to learn that D.  Adams was
a good friend of and played with David Gilmour, the famous
Pink Floyd guitarist (“Última chance para ler”). At the same
time, Fernando goes many  times into deep humanistic issues,
recalling us that it is impossible to separate biological sci-
ences, economy and humanities when talking about nature
conservation. I was particularly impressed by his discussion
on José Samarago’s perception of nature (in “Concordando
em parte com Saramago”), highlighting again the important
issue of man’s place in nature and leading us to the dis-
cussion that to be effective in biological conservation we
should move beyond humanism and avoid speciesism (i.e., a
term originally coined in the 1970s by the British psycholo-
gist and animal rights advocate Richard Ryder, and elaborated
in a more  evolutionary context by Richard Dawkins) (see
also Harari, 2015). In short, what is good for humanity, in
a sociological context, is not necessarily and automatically
good for nature in general, and we desperate need a better
compromise between these “hierarchical” levels to conserve
nature. Thinking in the evolutionary continuum is a good way
to go!
An important thing to note is that many  of the essays
in the book are directly linked or based on original research
by Fernando’s group. Thus, it is safe to say that Fernando
did not suffer from the “Sagan effect” (actually, it appears
that neither Carl Sagan himself, nor Stephen Gould, suffer
from this effect – see Shermer, 2002; Martinez-Conde, 2016).
He was just promoted to Full Professor at UFRJ, and keeps
working, teaching, publishing high-level scientiﬁc papers and
supervising graduate and undergraduate students. Currently,
he wrote this book when was Head of the Ecology Depart-
ment at UFRJ. He also gives many  talks to different and
variable publics, promoting Ecology and Biodiversity Con-
servation. This observation just reinforces that, despite all
difﬁculties related to pursuing an academic career in Brazil
and the little recognition that the government (and some-
times, society as a whole, unfortunately.  . .) gives to professors
and researchers, some of our colleagues, not happy only with
teaching and doing research, dedicate part of their time to
popular science writing and try to publish books or papers
whose purpose is to communicate science to the general
public.
We must recognize and applaud these scientists that
devote part of their precious time to do things like Fer-
nando. If popular science writing has the impact we  believe
it has in future generations of researchers, I believe we are
in debt to Gould, Dawkins, Ward, Wilson, Diamond and all
others and, why not, to Fernando. Indeed, it would be fair
to apply one of Winston Churchill’s famous quotes in this
case: “Never was so much owed by so many  to so few”. I am
sure Fernando will appreciate the quote – but that is another
story.Adams, D., Carwardine, M., 1992. Last Chance to See. Ballantine
Books, London.
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